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In this paper we prove an analog of the Fundamental Theorem [2, p. 663; 3, 
p. 2361, which identifies the K-theory of the category of nilpotentendomorphisms 
of projective A-modules. Here we identify the K-theory of the category of 
arbitrary endomorphisms of projective A-modules, and recover a result of 
Almkvist for K,, . 
If A is a ring with 1, let PA denote the exact category of finitely generated 
projective left A-modules. Let End, denote the exact category whose objects 
are all pairs (P,f), where P is an object of PA and f is an endomorphism of P. 
An arrow from (P, f) to (9, g) is an A-homomorphism P -+ Q such that 
p-Q 
f 1 1 P 
P-Q 
commutes. An exact sequence in EndA is one which is exact as a sequence of 
A-modules, forgetting the endomorphisms. The map K{ End, -+ K,A, induced 
by the forgetful functor (P,f) t-+ P, is a split surjection; we let End, A denote 
its kernel. 
If A is commutative, we can form the ring R = (1 + TA[T])-lA[T]; it is an 
augmented A-algebra, T generates the augmentation ideal (i.e., A = RlTR), 
and T is in the Jacobson radical of R. The map KiA -+ K,R is a split injection; 
we let EKiA denote its cokernel. We shall prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. EKiA = Endi_rA. 
The Fundamental Theorem is the statement NKiA = Nd_,A, where 
NK,A = ckr(KiA + K,A[T]), and where N&A is obtained from the category 
of nilpotent endomorphisms in the same way End, A is obtained from the 
category of endomorphisms. 
We can formulate a theorem which encompasses both Theorem 1 and the 
Fundamental Theorem; it is a statement about a ring A which is not necessarily 
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commutative. Let S C A[U] be a multiplicative set of manic central poly- 
nomials with U in S. Given g(U) = Un + ~~-rlY-l + .*. + a,, let g”(T) = 
g(l/T) * T” = 1 + anPIT + ... + a,,Tn. Let S = (2 1 gE S}; it is a multi- 
plicative set of central non-zero-divisors in A[T]. 
Let EndAS denote the exact category whose objects are all pairs (P,f), where 
P is an object of P, , andf is an endomorphism of P such that g( f ) = 0 for some 
g in S. Let EndiSA = ker(& EndAs --+ K,A). Let R be the ring S-lA[T], and 
EKis = ckr (K,A ---f K,R). 
THEOREM 2. EKiSA = End:-‘_,A. 
When A is commutative, and 5’ is the set of all manic polynomials, we recover 
Theorem 1. The point is that the characteristic polynomial of an endomorphism 
is manic locally on Spec(A), and thus divides a manic polynomial. The Cayley- 
Hamilton theorem provides the vanishing [2, p. 6311. On the other hand, when 
S is the multiplicative set of powers of U, we recover the Fundamental Theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is modeled after the proof of the Fundamental 
Theorem in [3]. We may assume that each g(U) is S is divisible by U. Consider 
the diagram of rings: 
4Tl 
WJI - A[iJ U]/TU - 1 = B 
Let M denote the exact category of triples (M, N, j) where M is an ACT]-module, 
N is an A[U]-module, and j: M Qa[rl B 3 N aatvl B is an isomorphism of 
B-modules. This category is better known as the category of quasi-coherent 
sheaves on the projective line X = P,l. 
Now given g in S, the pair (i, g) determines a divisor 2 in X because g”/g = Xn 
is a unit in B. The localization theorem for projective modules [3] yields a long 
exact sequence: 
..a + K,X -+ K,A[T, l/g] + K,-lH(X, 2) -+ ... 
which ends at K,,A[T, l/g’]. Here K,X denotes K,Px , where Px CM is the 
category of vector bundles on X, (M, N, j) in M is a vector bundle if M (resp. N) 
is a finitely generated projective A[T] (resp. A[Ul)-module. In addition, H(X, 2) 
denotes the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on X which have a short resolu- 
tion by vector bundles on X, and which are zero on X - Z; (M, N, j) is zero on 
X - 2 iff M @,,,[r] A[T, l/g”] = 0 and N@A[U~ A[U, I/g] = 0. From 
M Ba[zl A[T, l/g”] = 0 and the fact that d has constant term 1, it follows that 
M = M @a[=1 B. It is easy to see that 
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and 
are exact functors which exhibit an equivalence of H(X, 2) with H(A[U],g), 
where the latter is the category of finitely presented gn-torsion A[q-modules 
of projective dimension 1. This equivalence is a standard sort of excision based 
on the inclusion of the closed set 2 in the open set Spec(A[ ?Yj). 
If we pass to the limit over S we obtain the exact sequence: 
..a --f K,X -+ K,R ---f K,-,H(A[U], S) + .*a 
where H(A[Vl, S) = W, M&4, g). 
We now use an argument of Quillen’s from [3] to identify H(A[UJ, S) with 
EndAs. Define a functor 
b: EndAS + H(A[U], S) 
where Pf is just P as A-module, with U acting on P asf : 
u * x = f(x) for xE P. 
The characteristic exact sequence [2, p. 6301 
0 - P[U] “-f l P[U] - Pf - 0 
of A[UJ-modules shows that Pf has projective dimension 1. To see that b is an 
equivalence, it suffices to show that every N in H(A[Uj, S) is a finitely generated 
projective A-module. Let g(U) b e a manic polynomial in S that annihilates N, 
and let 
be a short resolution of N with B, C in PA[“] . 
The surjection C/gC ++ N shows that N is a finite A-module, because 
A[Uj/g is. The exact sequence 
O+N+B/gB+B/gC+O 
shows that N is a flat A-module, for B/gB is flat, and B/gC has Tor-dimension 1. 
Since N is finite and flat, it is projective. This concludes the proof that b is an 
equivalence. 
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Now we use the calculation K,X = K,A @ K,A [6]. Given P in PA let 
Px(n) = (P[T], P[UJ, T”) in Px, and let Px = P,(O). Let h,: PA -+P, be the 
exact functor P w Px(n). The statement of Quillen’s theorem is that 
is an isomorphism. It follows that 
the ,” ’ : K,A @ K,A d K,X 1 
is also an isomorphism. 
The composite 
KiA h, KiX - KiR 
is the natural map, and is thus a split injection. 
The characteristic sequence for an object (P,f) in End, extends to an exact 
sequence on X: 
0 - Px(-1) 2 Px---f Pf---“O. 
Here v = (T -f, 1 - Uf). Th e exactness theorem [6, Sect. 8, Th. 3.11 shows, 
then, that the square 
1 1 
K,A ho-h-, l K,X 
commutes. The left vertical map in the diagram is the natural split surjection. 
It is now clear that the long exact sequence splits into shorter ones: 
0 -4 K,A c---, K,R --+ Ki-, End lS c---; KiplA b 0, 
yielding the theorem. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3 [I, p. 3771. The map 
ch: End&I 4 1 + TR, 
given by 
(p,f) ++ Ml - Tf), 
is an isomorphism, where A is a commutative ring. 
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Proof. We take S to be the set of all manic polynomials in A[CJj. Since T 
is in the Jacobson radical of R, EK,A = 1 + TR. It is enough to show that the 
composite 
1 + TR zEnd,A”ZL-t 1 + TR 
is the identity, where the first map is the isomorphism induced by the boundary 
map 
K,R + K, End, 
from the proof of Theorem 2. Notice that it is enough to check this identity for an 
arbitrary 2 E SC 1 + TR. 
If ZC X is the divisor defined by (g”, g), its structure sheaf 0, is 
(A[ T]/g”, A[ q/g, 1) E M. Let nH denote the divisor defined by (1, V); His the 
hyperplane at infinity. There are two exact sequences in M: 
0 - A,(-@ L A,k Oz-0, 
0 -A,(+) ~A,---+O,,-0. 
We must now refer to the proof of the localization theorem for projective 
modules in [3] in order to compute the boundary map explicitly. We will show 
that the element d of K,R maps to the class [0,] - [O,,] in K$I(A[U], 5’) = 
K,, End, . 
( 0, 0 === 0 === 000) 
(Ax+%), A, == = Ax ---------f+ O@O) 
( 0 , 0 === 0 === O@O) 
FIGURE 1 
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FIGURE 2 
Consider the diagram in Fig. 1. Each row represents an object in the category G 
[3, p. 2301, the data between adjacent rows determine arrows; the symbol 
represents an injection with splitting given, and all such injections associated with 
the same arrow of G have the same cokernel. The whole diagram is a loop and 
represents an element of 7rIG. The restriction of these data to Spec R yields the 
loop shown in Fig. 2, which represents the class g”(T)/1 E K,R = TT~S-YS(P~) 
(different S, see [3, p. 2241). Forgetting all of the loop in Fig. 1 except for the 
left-hand summand in the right column yields: 
o>---+o,--to++--o,,+--co, 
a loop in QH(A[U], S) which represents the class 
in EndsA, where g(U) = Un + a,-,Un-l + ... + a, . To compute ch applied 
to this difference is easy because these matrices are in rational canonical form; 
if we do so, we obtain the answer z(T)/l. 
This establishes the identity. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4. If A is commutative, then End,A has the following generators 
and relations as ,4belian group : 
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generators: (r, s), r,s~R, TE TR, or SETR. 
relations: (r, s)(-s, -r) = 1, 
<r, s)(r, 0 = (r, s + t + f-St), 
(r, st)(s, tr)(t, rs) = 1. 
Proof. This is precisely the presentation given in [4] for ker(KaR -+ &A). 
Q.E.D. 
What happens if we consider automorphisms instead of endomorphisms ? Let 
Aut, denote the full sub-exact-category of End, consisting of all objects (P, f) 
for which f is an isomorphism. If A is a commutative ring, then we know that f 
is an isomorphism iff its determinant is a unit. Thus, if S is the set of manic 
polynomials in A[U] whose constant terms are units in A, then Aut, = EndAs. 
Now S does not contain g(U) = U, but it does contain g(U) = U - 1, so a 
change of coordinates yields: 
COROLLARY 5. There is an exact sequence with splittings: 
0 - K,A t---, KiRl - K,vl AutA +‘---; K,MIA -----+ 0, 
where Spec RI is the intersection of the complements in X = PA1 of the divisors Z 
dejned by g E S. 
See Fig. 3 for a picture of this situation. 
-i 
m 
/ 
Spec RI 
FIGURE 3 
~ 
x = P1 A 
It is easy to see that R, comes equipped with two augmentations: 
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corresponding to the sections at 0 and co of X -+ Spec A. Let Auti A denote the 
kernel of the split surjection Ki Aut, --f &A. The difference s,, - s, defines 
a map 
Auti-, A --+ K,A. (*) 
When i = 1, this is the canonical surjection [2, p. 3481. To see this, one 
considers the class in K,R, determined by the automorphism (U - f)/( U - 1) 
of P @A R, , where (P, f) is an object of Aut,, . A computation of the boundary 
map (similar to that in Corollary 3) yields [P,f] - [P, l] in Aut, A, and an 
application of s0 - s, yields the class off in K,A. 
When i = 2 this map is interesting. In a future paper we intend to show that 
Milnor’s pairing f *g [5] in K,A lifts in a natural way to Aut,A. In the same 
paper we will see how to define the map Auti-,A -+ K,A when A is not neces- 
sarily commutative. 
COROLLARY 6. Let A(U) = S-lA[ U], h w ere S is the multiplicative set of all 
monk polynomials in A[ U]. Then 
&A(U) = K,A @ KiplA @ NK,A @ EK,A. 
The proof of this corollary is analogous to the proof in [3] of the other half of 
the Fundamental Theorem: K,A[T, T-l] = K,A @ KielA 6 NKiA @ NK,A. 
The point is that A(U) = R[l/T]; th is observation yields a Mayer-Vietoris 
sequence that splits up. 
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